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On page 9 in Article 1 (e), second subparagraph:
for:  "The conservative status ...",
read:  "The conservation status ...";

in Article 1 (k), second line:
for:  '... is belongs,
read:  '... it belongs';

on page 10 in Article 4 (2), penultimate line of first subparagraph:
for:  '... those which lost one ...',
read:  '... those which host one ...';

on page 12 in Article 10, first subparagraph, fourth line:
for:  '... coherence at the Natura ...',
read:  '... coherence of the Natura ...';

on page 14 in Article 16 (3) (d), fourth line:
for:  '... are to carry but the ...',
read:  '... are to carry out the ...';

on page 16 in Annex I:
for:  'COSTAL AND HALOPHYTIC HABITATS',
read:  'COASTAL AND HALOPHYTIC HABITATS';

on page 17 in 16.24:
for:  'Eu-atlantic ...',
read:  " Eu-atlantic ...);

in point 22.12 x 22.44:
for:  '... fromations',
read:  '... formations';

in point 22.13:
for:  '... eutrophic ...',
read:  '... eutrophic ...';

on page 18 in point 24.225:
for:  '... Mediterranea ...',
read:  '... Mediterranean ...';

in point 24.4:
for:  '... ranunculus of plane, submountainous ...',
read:  '... Ranunculus of plain and submountainous ...';

in point 31.3:
for:  '... macaronesian ...',
read:  '... Macaronesian ...';

under the heading 'SCHELROYLLOUS SCRUB (MATORRAL)':
for:  '32.22 bis 32.26',
read:  '32.22 to 32.26';

in point 36.32:
for:  '... boreal grass',
read:  '... boreal grasslands';

under the heading 'NATURAL AND SEMI-NATURAL GRASSLAND FORMATIONS':
for:  '36.41 bis 36.45',
read:  '36.41 to 36.45';

on page 21 in point 42.14:
for:  "Appenine ...",
read:  "Apennine ...";
On page 22 in Annex II, interpretation (c), third subparagraph:

for: 'Where a species appears in this ...',
read: 'Where a species appears in this ...';

on page 30 under the heading 'GENTIANACEAE':

for: 'Gentianella angelica ...',
read: 'Gentianella anglica ...'.

On page 37 in Annex III, Stage 1 A (a):

for: '... type on the site...',
read: '... type on the site...';

in Stage 2 (2) (e), second line:

for: '... the characteristic of unique ...',
read: '... the characteristic or unique ...'.

On page 48 in Annex V (b), 'SPHAGNACEA':

for: '... (except Sphagnum ...',
read: '... (except Sphagnum ...'.